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Background: Improvements to the understating of the compositional contributions of 
bone mineral and organic components to the competence of trabecular bone are crucial. 
The purpose of this study was to propose a protocol to study biochemical composition of 
trabecular bone, based on two combined Raman analysis methodologies. 
Material and Methods: Both cluster and single point Raman mappings were obtained, in 
order to assess bone degeneration associated with aging, disease, or injury, and to help in 
the evaluation and development of successful therapies. In this study, human trabecular 
bone has been analysed throughout a) Raman cluster analysis: bone mineral content, 
carbonate-to-phosphate ratio (both from the mineral components), the crosslinking and 
nature/secondary structure of collagen (both from the organic components); and b) Single 
point Raman spectra, where Raman points related to the minerals and organic components 
were also obtained, both techniques were employed in spectra attained at 400 to 1700 cm-
1. 
Results: Multivariate analysis confirmed: 1) the different spectral composition, 2) the 
existence of centroids grouped by chemical affinity of the various components of the 
trabecular bone, and 3) the several traces of centroids and distribution of chemical 
compositional clusters. 
Conclusions: This study is important, because it delivers a study protocol that provides 
molecular variations information in both mineral and collagen structure of trabecular 
bone tissue. This will enable clinicians to benefit knowing the microstructural differences 
in the bone subjected to degeneration of their patients. 




From a pure biomaterial perspective, bone can be considered as a hydroxyapatite solid 
reinforced by a collagen network1. There are generally two types of bone tissue, trabecular 
and cortical. Trabecular bone is a highly porous structure that fills the proximal and distal 
ends of all bones (e.g, femur) and is also present as a filler in other bones (e.g. vertebral 
bodies and both maxillar bones), providing structural support and flexibility2. 
 
The vast majority of the research work has been focused on the histological, microscopic 
and mechanical aspects of bone, but rarely on the underlying molecular structure which 
is integral to a full understanding of the disease, especially its effect on the mineral 
content and collagen matrix3. Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopy 
technique used to assess scattered light from biologic molecules and ions. Raman 
scattering occurs when molecules within a specimen are excited by incident laser light. 
Vibrational motions within the molecules lead to a small fraction of the light 
(approximately one in 107 photons) losing energy and being scattered at longer 
wavelengths. The wavelength difference between scattered and incidence light 
corresponds to molecular vibrations and leads to bands at characteristics frequency shifts 
in the Raman spectrum. These shifts are labeled in wavenumber units corresponding to 
the vibrational energy (cm-1)4. Raman spectroscopy, considered as an analytical and 
nondestructive technique is able to measure the molecular composition by providing a 
spectrum that contains information regarding all the chemical bonds present within the 
sample5. Bone Raman spectra contains molecular composition information that is related 
to risk of fracture4. The strength of Raman spectroscopy as a bone quality measurement 




Micro-Raman mapping with cluster analysis provides a direct insight on biochemical 
nature, molecular structure and scattering techniques, as spectroscopies of tissue. It is 
used as a quantitative chemical assessment methodology for biological samples in 
conjunction with the fact that the Raman peak intensity is proportional to the number of 
molecules within the volume of the scanned area6. It is a sensitive method capable of 
identifying individual spectral bands arising from the inorganic calcium phosphate 
crystals and the protein/lipid constituents of hard tissues7. Clustering is a multivariate 
technique for statistical data analysis similar to image analysis and pattern recognition. It 
finds intrinsic clusters from the region of interest spectra without using any additional a-
priori information [classical least-squared (CLS)] about the samples. Clustering applied 
on the raw spectra mainly distinguishes the concentration of constituents, while derivation 
of the spectra prior to clustering leads to differentiation by the structural differences. 
Raman spectroscopy, in combination with multivariate data analysis, is a label free 
imaging method for the analysis of trabecular bone sections. This combined approach 
yields images depicting a semi-quantitative distribution of the biochemical species in the 
tissue with high resolution8. Various methods of multivariate analysis9,10, like principal 
component analysis (PCA), clustering k-means (KMC), and hierarchical cluster 
algorithm (HCA) produces a complete hierarchy of different clusters11 for analysing 
Raman two dimensional data. Compared to the conventional histological and 
microscopic methods Raman spectroscopy and cluster analysis result advantageous 
because they are fast, non-intrusive, stain-free, quantitative and less prone to subjectivity. 
The combination of various chemometric methods is essential in providing different 
images conveying complementary information about the tissue, for studying biochemical 




Single point Raman spectra, permits to image a line profile thorough a series of point-to-
point sampling. The spectroscopic images, as functions of Raman intensity and special 
coordinates, allow an assessment of the chemical heterogeneity of a specimen in terms of 
the spatial distribution of the system’s molecular constituents12. Thus, the Raman peak 
intensity is proportional to the number of molecules within the volume of the scanned 
area6. Hence, the total acquisition time equals the number of sample position observed, 
plus any overhead associated with sample motion. At first glance, line imaging appears 
quite similar, with an end result of a data set consisting of intensity vs Raman shift and 
position along a line13. It furnishes biochemical specificity because it is based on spectral 
peaks specific to the biochemical and structural properties of bone mineralisation14,15,16. 
Point Raman mapping, as example of serial (raster) imaging approaches, involves a laser 
spot sample illumination. In point mapping, a laser spot is stepped, or raster scanned, in 
two spatial dimensions (x and y) with a spectrum being recorded at each x,y position12. 
This technique is sufficiently sensitive to differences in mineral and organic compositions 
that can be used to identify damaged, damage-susceptible or restored bone areas, and 
possibly explain why certain regions of bone are subject to fracture. The main advantages 
of Raman spectroscopy include its application to fresh tissue and a high spatial resolution, 
with sampling volumes of 1 m3 or less4. Combining the two technologies, i.e, cluster 
and single point Raman spectra, takes advantage of their synergies for characterizing 
lesions and for providing objective biochemical information at ultrastructural levels4. 
 
Although several authors have discussed the advantages of the various Raman imaging 
methodologies, the studies generally emphasized only theoretically achievable signal-to-
noise ratios, rather than presenting comparable experimental data. The objective of the 
present study was to propose a study protocol for trabecular bone, based on two combined 
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Raman analysis methodologies, cluster and single point Raman mapping, in order to 
assess the existence of degenerative bone diseases and to help with the evaluation and 
development of successful therapies. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Femoral neck biopsy specimens 
Study subjects were hip fractured postmenopausal women undergoing surgery for total 
hip replacement, and the specimens were retrieved from the base of the femoral neck. 
Subjects consented to undergo a femoral neck biopsy. All protocols were approved by the 
Institutional Review Board, prior to obtain biopsy samples. These samples were then kept 
immersed in a phosphate -buffered saline (PBS) solution (pH 7.4) and stored frozen at -
20ºC17. The biopsy specimens were processed in epoxy resin18. To prepare the specimens 
for Raman analysis, the epoxy-resin-embedded biopsy specimens that were used to 
generate sections, were further polished with different diamond pastes, from 10 m to 0.1 
m in diameter, to obtain smooth surfaces. Measurements were performed on randomly 
selected femoral specimens and ~4-5 different trabeculae were tested from each 
sample19,20. 
 
Raman spectroscopy and clusters analysis 
A dispersive Raman spectrometer/microscope (Horiba Scientific Xplora, Villeneuve 
d´Ascq, France) was used to analyse the previous section of epoxy resin-embedded bone. 
A near-infrared diode laser spot size of ≈ 0.5µm2, operating at 785 nm, was used to 
measure the Raman signal (100 mW power at sample surface) from 400 to 1700 cm-1 
Raman wave number. A X100/0.90 NA air objective was employed to focus the laser on 
the sample and collect the Raman signal. The spectrometer was equipped with a CCD 
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detector (DR-324B-FI-327, Andor Technology LTD, UK). Raman signal was acquired 
using a 600-lines/mm grating. Calibration of the wavelength and intensity was performed 
according to manufacturer’s specification using a silicon standard and calibration system 
integrated with the LabSpec 6.3 Analysis software. In order to ascertain that measured 
intensities are meaningful, all measurements were performed under the same laser 
excitation power and the same measurements conditions. For microspectroscopy, the 
confocal hole size was set at 300µm and the slit size at 100 µm. The spectral resolution 
of the system was 6.25cm–1. Shown mapping spectra correspond to the mean of a total of 
50 individual Raman taken over a 10 x 10 µm surface of the sample, with a 2.5 µm point 
interval. Each spectrum was measured by using 10 s acquisition time with 5 
accumulations. The mineral and organic components of bone were examined through 
cluster analysis. For hierarchical cluster algorithm (HCA) Raman imaging, each dataset 
was assessed to automatically distinguish regions of the scanned area with different 
Raman features21. For each specimen, a 10m x 10m area of the surface was mapped 
using 1 m spacing at X and Y axes, at 100x magnification. A total of 144 points were 
performed per map. In the cluster analysis routine, PCA scores were taken as input 
variables, squared Euclidean distances were used as distances measures, and Ward’s 
algorithm was used to partition Raman spectra into cluster. PCA decomposed data set 
into a bilinear model of linear independent variables, the so-called principal components 
(PCs). It was hence used for identifying significant spectral differences among distinct 
substrata. Clusters were created following Ward’s technique and the dendrogram was 
calculated applying three factor spectra or principal components, corresponding to three 
different histological locations of trabecular bone. The number of clusters, three, were 
chosen according to several issues, such as the dendrogram structure, the false-color maps 
and the cluster centroid8. Once clusters were formed (HCA images), average spectra 
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(centroids) (HCA results) were calculated for each cluster. It resulted in the calculation 
of a new coordinate system whereby variations of the dataset is described via new axes, 
principal components (PCs) and classical least-square (CLS) fitting analysis. Thus, CLS 
analysis of data sets can be performed quickly and simply to provide information on peak 
parameters (e.g., position, width, amplitude, area) and component contribution in Raman 
images. The CLS protocol was operated within the LabSpec 6 spectroscopy software suite 
(Horiba Scientific Xplora, Villeneuve d´Ascq, France) with the multivariate images 
analyser. At this point, the mineral and organic component of bone, were analysed as 
follows: 
 
Bone mineral content (BMC): 
1. Phosphate (960 cm-1) and carbonate (1070 cm-1) peaks and areas of their bands. 
Peak heights were processed in absorbance units. The carbonate band may be 
partially overlapped by another phosphate band around 1076 cm-1, reducing the 
measurement precision, especially for apatites with minimal carbonate content4. 
2. Mineral-to-matrix ratio (mineralisation) (MMR): It was inferred from the visible 
ratio of the intensities of the peaks at 958 cm-1 (phosphate ʋ1) (PO43-) to methylene 
side chains at 1447 cm-1 (CH2)22,23, in order to quantitatively calculate the extent 
of mineralisation. This ratio is the strongest predictor of mechanical properties4. 
A decrease in the mineral-to-matrix ratio may also be attributed to changes in 
hormone levels, which have been known to regulate bone remodeling4. At fracture 
boundaries, irregular pattern of mineral loss, e.g, mineral-to-matrix ratio are 




Crystallinity: It was evaluated based on the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
phosphate band at 960 cm-1. This index expressed the crystallographic or relative atomic 
order, since a narrow peak suggest less structural variation in bond distances and angles25. 
In general, the narrowest the spectral peak width is, the highst the degree of mineral 
crystallinity26. Crystallinity, also correlated with both mineral-to-matrix ratio and 
carbonate-to-phosphate, has been related to modulus, yield stress, and fracture stress4,23. 
Carbonate-to-phosphate ratio (carbonate substitution): It was assessed as the ratio of the 
type-B carbonate at 1070 cm-1 to phosphate ʋ123. Mineral crystallinity, the mineral 
phosphate band at 960 cm-1 and carbonate band at 1070 cm-1 increase with tissue age4. 
 The organic component of bone was analysed examining the following parameters: 
Normalisation: Phenyl group: The peak at 1003 cm-1, which is assigned to C-C bond in 
the phenyl group, was used for normalisation27. 
Crosslinking: 
1. Pyridinium ring vibration: In the spectra, the peak appeared at 1030/1032.7 cm-1, 
is assigned to the C-C in pyridinium ring vibration which has a trivalent amino 
acid crosslinking residue28. The relative intensity of this peak increases after the 
crosslinking formation29. 
2. AGEs (advance glycation end products)-pentosidine at 1550 cm-1, interpreted as 
a marker of the aging process30. 
Nature and secondary structure of collagen: 
1. Amide III, CH2 and Amide I: The peaks at 1246/1270, 1454-1461 and 1626/1656 
cm-1, assigned to amide III, CH2 and amide I, respectively, are sensitive to the 
molecular conformation of the polypeptide chains27,29,31. The decrease of amide I 
peak indicates damage or removal of collagen fibrils32. A shift in the bone matrix 
amide I band position may be indicative of ruptured collagen crosslinks, altered 
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collagen quality induced by aging, hydration/dehydration or radiologic 
damage33,34. At fracture boundaries, a collagen quality parameter reduction is 
observed35. 
2. Ratio amide I/amide III concerned the organisation of collagen36.  
3. Ratio amide I/AGEs-Pentosidine, indicatives of the glycation reaction vs collagen 
scaffolding36. 
4. Ratio amide I/CH2 indicates altered collagen quality36. 
5. The peak at 1340 cm-1 has been assigned to protein α-helices, where its intensity 
is sensitive to molecular orientation7. 
 
Single point Raman spectra analysis 
The experimental conditions were similar to the cluster analysis, except that the Raman 
wavenumber ranged from 200 to 2000 cm-1, and that the spectral images corresponded to 
selected areas of a 25 x 7.5 µm surface of the sample, with a 2.5 µm point interval. 
Baseline correction was always performed after acquisition in order to subtract 
background, a 5th degree polynomial function was used for that purpose.  At this point, 
the Raman spectroscopic peaks of both mineral and organic components found in the 
trabecular bone were assessed. 
Mineral components:  
1. Bands assigned to vibrations of carbonated calcium phosphate in an apatitic lattice 
are 430 and 451 cm-1 (v2 mode) 37. 
2. Symmetric bending mode (v2) PO43-, at 431 and 446 cm-1 peaks. These two bands 
are present in sound and demineralised substrata. In demineralised spectra, 431 
cm-1 peak intensity is greater than 446 cm-1 peak14.  
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3. Changes in fluoridated apatite (575 cm-1) reflect bacterial metabolic activity and 
organic content38. 
4. Peaks at 579, 590, 608, 614 cm-1 (v4 asymmetric bending mode PO43-). Band pair 
579, 590 shows greater intensity in the demineralised spectrum but weaker 
intensity in the sound spectrum14. 
5. 960 cm-1 is linked with nonaromatic mode v1 PO43- 39. 
6. The microdamaged and fractured regions showed a higher wavenumber at 963 
cm-1 and 965 cm-1 40.  
7. Strong monohydrogen phosphate v1 vibration (~1003 cm-1) indicates areas where 
active remodeling are occurring, performing as a probe of mineral structure and 
substitution, in junction with the phosphate v1 vibration (~960 cm-1)37. 
8. The intensity ratio plot shows enhanced 431/960, 446/960, 579/960, 590/960, 
1043/960, 1069/960 at the demineralised lesion14.  
9. The crystallinity of biological apatites can be estimated by the value of the 
1020/1030 ratio intensity (1020 cm-1, nonstoichiometric apatites containing 
HPO42-, CO32-, and vacancies; 1030 cm-1, stoichiometric apatites) and the increase 
at 1145 cm-1 peak41. 
10. The increase of 1090 cm-1 band intensity as compared with 1100 cm-1 indicated 
that apatite is becoming increasingly mature41. 
Organic components:  
1. Peaks at 855 and 871 cm-1 indicates C-C stretch of proline and hydroxyproline37. 
2. Bands assigned to vibrations at 920 cm-1 are linked with P-OH stretching and the 
v(C-C) of hydroxylated proline39. 
3. Collagen (proline/hydroxyproline/C-C skeletal of collagen backbone), is 
indicated by bands at 937 cm-1 5. 
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4. Phenylalanine (C-C aromatic ring) is represented by peaks at 1001 cm-1 5. 
5. Peaks at 1610-1620 cm-1are assigned to tyrosine side chain vibration38. 
6. Peaks at 1637 cm-1 are assigned to amide I (C1O1…H2O)39. 
7. Peaks at 1694 cm-1are assigned to amide I (C3O3…H2O)39. 
8. The organic to inorganic ratio of bone components was assessed from the band 
intensities of the organic amide I (1694 cm-1) with the peaks of the inorganic 
phosphatic component at 960 cm-1 42. 
 
Results 
Results from Raman analysis may be observed in several maps of phosphate (961 cm-1), 
carbonate (1070 cm-1) and amide I (1656 cm-1) peak intensities presented in Fig. 1. 
Truncated image (930 to 980 cm-1) of the average spectra Raman maps from the 
phosphate PO43-, at 960 cm-1 (v1 mode) is shown in Fig. 2. Color mapping from 
hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA), classical least squares (CLS) and principal 
component analysis (PCA) images, corresponding to trabecular bone, are shown in Figs. 
3, 4 and 5, respectively. Main values (arbitrary units -a.u.-) of Raman cluster analysis of 
trabecular bone are in Table 1, as the Amide III (1246-1270 cm-1, 406.06 a.u.), CH2 (1450 
cm-1, 307.82 a.u.), Amide I (1655-1667 cm-1, 36.81 a.u.) peak intensities or the 
Crystallinity (FWHMphosphate, 19.40; and, FWHMcarbonate, 31.62). The values of 
biochemical content of the sample corresponding to trabecular bone from a femoral neck 
biopsy, concerning v2 [431 cm-1 peak position] (689.37 a.u.), v1 [959 cm-1] (2781.78 a.u.), 
CO32-v3 [1072 cm-1] (510.17 a.u.), C-C proline [855 cm-1] (384.95 a.u.) and 
Phenylalanine [1001 cm-1] (228.62 a.u.) are shown in Table 2, which reflects the mineral 





Mineralisation has been defined as the peak height ratio of phosphate ʋ1 and CH2 in the 
present study23. The peak height of phosphate (2472.61 cm-1) and the mineral to matrix 
ratio RMCp and MMRp (11.81 and 8.03, respectively) (Table 1) in the present study, 
commonly, provide these values and concerned with the relative degree of 
mineralisation43,44, amount of mineralisation34 or bone mineral content. 
 
Symmetric bending mode (v2) PO43-, at 431 and 446 cm-1 peak heights, are recommended 
to be considered. These two bands (698.37 cm-1 and 619.39 cm-1, respectively) (Table 2) 
are present in sound and demineralized/hypo-calcified substrata. In a 
demineralized/hypo-calcified spectra, 431 cm-1 peak intensity is greater than 446 cm-1 
peak45. Furthermore, peaks at 579 and 590 cm-1 (v4 asymmetric bending mode PO43-) 
(146.86 and 165.60, respectively) (Table 2) show high intensity in the demineralized 
spectrum but a weak intensity in the sound spectrum14.  The mineral-to-matrix ratio was 
lower with the minimal breaking force40. Fracture cases tended to have a high mineral-
to-matrix ratio and a high carbonate-to-amide I ratio. Peaks at 1023, 1043, 1052 and 1069 
cm-1, are also high in a demineralized spectrum14. In the present study, 118.52, 282.21, 
244.67 and 466.47 counts a.u. were achieved (Table 2). The intensity ratio plot shows 
enhanced 579/959 (0.05), 1043/959 (0.10), and 1069/959 (0.19) (Table 2) at the 
demineralized lesion14. The microdamaged and fractured bone regions may be measured 
by 963 cm-1 and 965 cm-1 23, which shall attain a high wavenumber. 2146.03 and 1613.23 
counts a.u. were achieved in our study (Table 2). The fractured bone tissue underwent a 
great remodeling process and was undermineralised as a result34. Areas where active 
remodeling is occurring can be measured through the strong monohydrogen phosphate v1 
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vibration (~1003 cm-1), which attained 205 of intensity of our samples (Table 2). It is a 
good probe of mineral structure substitution, in junction with the phosphate v1 vibration 
(~960 cm-1)37 (Fig 1A). Complementarily, the peak at 954 cm-1, representative of PO43-v1 
symmetric vibration, which is considered a good marker for calcification of the 
extracellular matrix5 may be assessed. In our study, 2518.51 counts a.u. were obtained 
(Table 2). 
 
Different phosphate v1 spectral components have been attributed to various mineral 
species that compose the substrate15, and other substitution (HPO42-, or even CO32-, in 
place of an OH- (A-type carbonate)15. Chemical substitutions create crystal disorder 
hindering the ability of biological apatites to carry out their tissue-specific functions46. It 
can be observed in Fig 2 that the shape of the PO4-3 v1 band is non-Gaussian of unresolved 
shoulder bands that corresponds to other phosphate environments. Thus, the center of 
gravity of PO4-3 v1 band may report information about different mineral environments 
presented via changes in intensity or position of these shoulder bands. Any changes in 
shoulder bands are overlooked if only the peak center is examined. The observed spectral 
shift was mainly due to a change in the spacing between the cations and anions of 
phosphate40. Even more, three different levels of phosphate intensities were appreciated 
at the HCA Raman images, corresponding to three distinct centroids (Fig 3A) that 
reflected differences in Raman spectral distribution and chemical composition in mineral 
components at both phosphate and carbonate peaks (Fig 3E). The main centroid (HCA_1) 
(Fig. 3E, red areas in Figs 3A and 3B), which represents 39% of the variance, slightly 




Changes in the spectral region of carbonate content have been ascribed to either growth 
of a carbonate peak or changes in the phosphate peak in response to the presence of 
carbonate in the lattice47. The presence of a prominent carbonate band around 1070 cm-1 
(Fig. 1B) in the Raman spectrum (Table 1) is significant, because it means that the 
phosphate positions, in the apatite lattice, are susceptible to ionic substitution34. Single 
point Raman spectra attained at 430 (v2 mode) and at 451 shift bands obtained peak 
heights of 698.37 cm-1 and 591.70 cm-1, respectively (Table 2). These bands were 
assigned to vibrations of carbonated calcium phosphate15. Their increase is commonly 
associated to a decrease in crystallinity. It has been previously reported that the 
incorporation of carbonate is expressed as augmentation of the relative mineral 
concentration and in the gradient of mineral content (carbonate/phosphate). It deforms 
the crystal structure45,48, causing a decrease in crystallinity20, as a result of the decrease of 
non-stoichiometric apatites containing HPO42-, CO32-, and vacancies; an increase of 
stoichiometric apatites at 1030 cm-1 is commonly associated10. Bone is primarily a 
nonstoichiometric carbonated hydroxyapatite lattice. Strong intensity peak at 1072 cm-1 
indicated substantial amount of B-type carbonate substitution in the phosphate 
mineral15,37. In our study, 510.17 counts a.u. were assessed. Nevertheless, the CLS fitting 
analysis (Fig. 4) in junction with the HCA analysis (Fig 3) and PCA analysis (Fig 5) 
attained different centroids whose variance reflect the contribution of the carbonate 
content of the chemical composition of this trabecular bone sample. 
 
The mechanical strength of bone is not only dependent on the amount of mineralisation, 
but also on the degree of mineral crystallinity4. The term crystallinity refers to the order 
of a solid where a highly crystalline material displays long range sequence among its 
component atoms, and amorphous material. A simple Gaussian curve is usually used to 
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fit the phosphate band to obtain the full-width half-maximal (FWHM). 19.40 and 31.62 
values of FWHMp and FWHMc, respectively, were obtained in the present study (Table 
1). The crystallinity of biological apatites can also be estimated by the value of the 
1020/1030 ratio intensity (1020 cm-1, nonstoichiometric apatites containing HPO42-, 
CO32-, and vacancies; 1030 cm-1, stoichiometric apatites) (0.53 in the present research) 
and the increase at 1145 cm-1 peak41 (39.89 counts, in the present work) (Table 2). 
Stoichiometric hydroxyapatite may also be found in phosphate v1 vibration, found at 963 
cm-1, whose values are 2146.03 counts at present work. On the contrary, amorphous 
calcium phosphate14 or amorphous-like apatite species37 may be found at 950 cm-1 and 
956 cm-1. Their values were 1622.18 and 2717.74 counts a.u, respectively (Table 2). 
 
High mineral crystallinity yields narrower phosphate bandwidths, which is mirrored by 
low carbonate substitution (i.e, reduced carbonate-to-phosphate ratios)4, 0.18, in the 
present study (Table 1). When the obtained carbonate-to-phosphate ratio or carbonate 
substitution are low, it points out high maturity and crystallinity, and an increase atomic 
order associated with a decrease of amorphous calcium phosphate compounds25,26. 
Raman measurements of carbonate-to-phosphate (at 959 cm-1) ratios can also provide 
valuable insights into the chemical composition of human bones because it varies with 
bone architecture, age, and mineral crystallinity4. 
 
Collagen and mineral contribute to the structural behavior of bone tissue, but the 
microstructural characterisation in the second part of this study focused on collagen, 
which acts as a mineralisation template.  Thus, it has been well established that the time-
dependent properties of bone tissue are more influenced by collagen components than by 
mineral components49. Broken or distorted collagen cross-links reflects permanent 
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changes to the matrix and is thought to be one of the last processes to occur before bone 
failure40. The high relative intensity peak corresponding to the pyridinium ring may be, 
in general, associated with a non-reducible crosslinking formation, demonstrating that the 
first remineralisation is intrafibrillar. In our study, the pyridinium peak attained 197.76 
counts of intensity (Table 1). Non-enzymatic cross links (e.g, pentosidine) exists in 
skeletal collagen due to spontaneous interaction of collagen proteins and free sugars or 
via oxidation reaction50. 59.22 counts of AGEs-pentosidine were obtained in the present 
research (Table 1). Increased pentosidine is associated with brittleness and reduced work 
of fracture of bone tissue43. 
 
The collagen network predominantly contributes to bone toughness and strength, and has 
little effect on bone stiffness1. The ratio amide I/CH2 indicates altered collagen quality36. 
The term “bone quality” refers to the ensemble of composition and architectural 
properties of bone tissue that together determine bone properties and its ability to perform 
the mechanical function. A poor collagen matrix quality (Ratio Amide I/CH2) is observed 
when the organic components show a lack of conformation and organisation of collagen. 
When bone is demineralised, the three-dimensional network of the collagen fibers that 
serves as the backbone of bone is revealed. This collagen network is flexible and tough. 
Because this network is the basic scaffolding on which the mineral is deposited, it 
contributes significantly to the mechanical integrity of bone51. The ratio Amide I/CH2 
reduction also hindered the scaffolding36. Collagen scaffolding contributes to progressive 
mineral deposition. Ratio amide I/AGEs-Pentosidine was indicative of the glycation 
reaction vs collagen scaffolding36. In the present work, 0.62 counts of intensity were 
achieved (Table 1). Newly formed bone tissue has less mineral content than pre-existing 
older bone tissue. The active trabecular bone remodeling produces less mineralised new 
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bone tissue49. Newly formed bone tissue has a higher collagen portion but not a fully 
mature collagen phase49. In this way, the increase in intensity of the 1090 cm-1 band if 
compared with 1100 cm-1 intensity values indicated that apatite is becoming increasingly 
mature41. In the present research, this value was 1.32 (Table 2). 
 
The yield and ultimate strengths of bone decreased with increasing collagen 
denaturation1. When the nature of collagen resulted favorable, the peaks intensities 
corresponding to A-III, CH2, A-1 and ratio A-I/A-III are high, indicating that organic 
components are well organized32 for promoting apatite nucleation52. In our study, these 
values were 406.06, 307.82, 36.81, and 0.09 counts, respectively (Table 1). The molecular 
orientation, i.e., α-helices (1340 cm-1) attained 59.07 counts of intensity, in the present 
research (Table 1). α-helices intensity peak is related to crystallisation26. 
 
Proline and hydroxyproline represent about 10% of the total collagen, i.e. 2% of the 
bone42. They are essential aminoacid markers for the presence of collagen53. Raman bands 
corresponding to proline (855 cm-1) and hydroxyproline (871 cm-1) showed high intensity 
peaks in demineralised substrata (384.95 and 188.92 wavebands, in the present research) 
(Table 2). Peak at 920 cm-1, assigned to P-OH stretching and the v(C-C) of hydroxylated 
proline attained values of 204.83 counts of intensity (Table 2). The prolyl-hydroxylase 
notably increases the structural stability of collagen, as the hydroxylation of the proline 
aminoacid is an important biochemical process for maintaining the connective tissue39. 
Collagen (proline/hydroxyproline/C-C skeletal of collagen backbone), indicated by bands 
at 937 cm-1 5, achieved an intensity band of 585.51 counts (Table 2). Phenylalanine (C-C 





Band peak at 1062 cm-1 obtained 379.26 intensity counts (Table 2). This signal 
corresponds to proteoglycans, which form a multifaceted scaffold system with attached 
amorphous macromolecules, possibly lipids and other proteolipids complexes, that 
provide support and facilitate formation of new mineral53. Peaks at 1448 cm-1 and 1656 
cm-1, corresponding to lipids and proteins5, attained values of 350.51 and 28.26 intensity 
counts, respectively (Table 2).  Proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans (or shape modulus 
complexes-lipids and proteolipids) participate in biomineralisation via the action of the 
highly negatively charged glycosaminoglycan side chains in recruiting and stabilizing 
positively charged calcium ions, conducting a biological signaling role53. The amide I 
band is representative of the secondary structure of proteins. Peak at 1610-1620 cm-1 is 
attributed to the amide I feature of bone and hydrated gel-like collagen. The wavenumber 
of this feature (26.82) (Table 2) corresponds to the spectral peak that is assigned to the 
Y8a tyrosine side chain of solution-phase collagen38. From a clinical standpoint, 
recovery32 correct organisation54, and collagen quality36 may be inferred. In general, 
amide I at 1637 cm-1 (C1O1…H2O), 1662 cm-1 (C2O2…H4N4) and 1694 cm-1 (C3O3… 
H2O)41 follow a similar trend. Their values, at the present work, achieved 49.74, 42.41 
and 27.32 intensity counts, respectively (Table 2). The organic to inorganic ratio of bone 
components, assessed from the band intensities of the organic amide I (1694 cm-1) (Fig. 
1C) with the peaks of the inorganic phosphate component at 960 cm-1 42 was 0.01, in the 
present work (Table 2). 
 
Although the present study has many strengths, including the measurement of the 
trabecular bone at molecular levels, it also has several weakness, and the results obtained 
in this study should be considered within the context of the limitations.  It is important to 
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emphasise that the different methods, used in the present study, measure different 
chemical quantities. In that respect, it is reasonable that each chemical quantity has 
different kinds of uncertainties and error distributions, and these errors do not just 
originate from the applied method itself, i.e, they are not “methods artifacts” 18. 
 
Conclusions 
The presented analysis is a first step in quantifying microstructural variations in both 
mineral and collagen structure of trabecular bone tissue. 
Raman spectral properties of collagen and mineral are altered in the damaged bone. The 
cluster analysis and the single point mapping technique are useful tools to understand the 
detailed mechanisms of those structural modifications, in order to assess degenerative 
bone diseases and to evaluate and develop successful therapies. 
Further studies to investigate the compositional organisation and interaction between 
mineral and collagen are necessary to the total characterisation of the substrate.  
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Peak 2472.61  
Crosslinking 
Pyridinium [1032] 197.76 
Area 66523.7  
RMCP 11.81  AGEs-Pentosidine [1550] 59.22 





A-III [1246-1270] 406.06 
Carbonate 
[1070] 
Peak 459.64  CH2 [1450] 307.82 
Area 18970.7  A-I [1655-1667] 36.81 
RMCC 2.19  Ratio A-I/A-III 0.09 




19.40  Ratio A-I/CH2 0.12 
Carbonate 
FWHMC 
31.62  α-helices [1340] 59.07 
GMC Ratio C/P 0.18 
    
 
Abbreviations: RMC: Relative Mineral Concentration between mineral/Phenyl (1003 cm-1); MMR: 
Mineral (Phosphate) /Matrix (CH2) Ratio; FWHM: Full-width half-maximum; GMC: Gradient in 
Mineral Content; A: amide; AGEs: advanced glycation end products. 
The peaks values have been normalised to the basis intensity of the symmetric phosphate band, near 





















v2 [430-431] 698.37  v1 [1003] 204.89  C-C proline [855]  384.95 
v2 [446] 619.39  PO43-v3 [1023] 118.52  C-C hydroxyproline [871]  188.92 
v2 [451] 591.70  PO43-v3 [1043] 282.21  C-C hydroxylated proline [920]  204.83 
FA [575] 130.95  PO43-v3 [1052] 244.67  Collagen [937]  585.51 
PO43-v4 [579] 146.86  CO32-v3 [1069] 466.47  Phenylalanine [1001] 228.62 
PO43-v4 [590] 165.60  CO32-v3 [1072] 510.17  Proteoglycans [1062] 379.26 
v1 [950] 1622.18  [1145] 39.89  Lipids and proteins- CH2[1448] 350.51 
v1 [954] 2518.51  R 579/959 0.05  Lipids and proteins- AI [1656] 28.26 
v1 [956] 2717.74  R 1043/959 0.10  Tyrosine [1610-20] 26.82 
v1 [959] 2781.78  R 1069/959 0.17  Amide I [1637] 49.74 
v1 [960] 2657.44  R 1020/1030 0.53  Amide I [1662] 42.41 
v1 [963] 2146.03  R 1090/1100 1.32  Amide I [1694] 27.32 
[965] 1613.23     R Amide I [1694]/960 0.01 
 
Abbreviations: FA: Fluoridated Apatite; R: Ratio. 
The peaks values have been normalised to the basis intensity of the symmetric phosphate band, 














Figure 1: Raman analysis of trabecular bone. A: 2D micro-Raman map of the phosphate 
peak (961 cm-1) intensities. B: 2D micro-Raman map of the carbonate peak (1070 cm-1) 
intensities. C: 2D micro-Raman map of the amide I peak (1656 cm-1) intensities. At this 
map, blue represents the lowest peak intensity, while the red represents the highest. 
 
Figure 2: Truncated image (930 to 980 cm-1) of the average spectra Raman maps (red 
bold line) from the phosphate PO43-, at 960 cm-1 (v1 mode). The observed line-coloured 
are the Gaussian–Lorentzian profile shapes for each band. The shape of the PO4-3 v1 band 
is Gaussian–Lorentzian of unresolved shoulder bands that corresponds to other phosphate 
environments. The center of gravity of PO4-3 v1 band is a useful way to gather information 
about different mineral environments present via changes in intensity or position of these 
shoulder bands. 
 
 Figure 3: Colour mapping from hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) images 
corresponding to trabecular bone. Three levels of HCA clustering images are shown and 
grouped into k clusters (k=3), each cluster corresponding to a set of Raman shift. Areas 
of distinct colours have differences in Raman spectral distribution and chemical 
composition. Each centroid cluster is assigned to a different colour [(red (B), green (C) 
and blue (D)], thus obtaining a false colour-image of the substrate on the basis of similar 
spectral features. A: a merged image from the three centroid clusters B, C and D. Upon 
attributing different colours to each centroid image and setting the colour scale so that 
intensely coloured region (i.e., pixels having high intensity values) are enhanced over 
“white” regions (i.e., pixels having medium-low relative intensity values), these can be 
merged into a single image depicting the spatial distribution of different chemical species, 
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each colour corresponding to the set of Raman shifts characterizing that chemical species. 
Units on the colour scale bar are arbitrary units of integrated normalised intensity. E: 
average Raman spectra of the trabecular bone, showing the assignments for bone mineral 
and matrix-specific Raman bands, in the region from 400 to 1700 cm-1. 
 
Figure 4: Colour mapping from classical least squares (CLS) fitting analysis 
corresponding to trabecular bone. Three levels of CLS clustering images are shown and 
grouped into k clusters (k=3), each cluster corresponding to a set of Raman shift which 
reflects position, width, amplitude and area. Areas of distinct colours have differences in 
Raman spectral characteristics. Each centroid cluster is assigned to a different colour [(red 
(B), green (C) and blue (D)], thus obtaining a false colour-image of the substrate on the 
basis of similar spectral features. The excitation emission map spectra correction methods 
facilitate resolution of the exact spectral components in structure, despite their highly 
overlapping absorbance and emission spectra. A: merged image from the three centroid 
clusters B, C and D. E: an average Raman spectra of the trabecular bone, showing the 
assignments for bone mineral and matrix-specific Raman bands, in the region from 400 
to 1700 cm-1. 
 
Figure 5: Colour mapping from principal component analysis (PCA) images 
corresponding to trabecular bone. Three levels of PCA clustering images are shown and 
grouped into k clusters (k=3), each cluster corresponding to a set of Raman shift. Areas 
of distinct colours have differences in Raman spectral distribution and chemical 
composition. Each centroid cluster is assigned to a different colour [(red (B), green (C) 
and blue (D)], thus obtaining a false colour-image of the substrate on the basis of similar 
spectral features. A: a merged image from the three centroid clusters B, C and D. Units 
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on the colour scale bar are arbitrary units of integrated normalised intensity. E: average 
Raman spectra of the trabecular bone, showing the assignments for bone mineral and 
matrix-specific Raman bands, in the region from 400 to 1700 cm-1, but concerned to the 
red cluster whose variance was ~99%. 
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